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ABSTRACT 

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory propose to build at LBL the 
Induction Linac Systems Experiments (ILSE), the next logical. 
step toward the eventual goal of a heavy ion induction 
accelerator powerful enough to implode or "drive" inertial 
confinement fusion targets. Though much smaller than a 
driver, ILSE will be at full driver scale in several important 
parameters. Nearly all accelerator components and beam 
manipulations required for a driver will be tested. It is 
expected that ILSE will be built in stages as funds and 
technical progress allow. The first stage, called Elise will 
include all of the electrostatic quadrupole focused parts of 
ILSE. 

INTRODUCTION 

* The goal of the Heavy Ion Fusion Accelerator Research 
Program is to develop accelerators a.. drivers for inertial 
fusion energy production. In heavy-ion fusion, as in Ixser 
fusion, intense beams ignite small targets containing 
thermonuclear fuel. The beams from the accelerator are 
focused onto the target, located at the center of ii target 
chamber. The targets will have a radius of several millimetcrs 
and the target chamber will lime a radius of a few ineters. 
Drivers must be reliable, durable, efficient, 'and must be 
capable of a high pulse repetition rate (several pulses per 
second). 

During the last decade, nearly all of the numerous review 
committees[1] have identified heavy-ion accelerators as the 
most promising class of drivers for power production. These 
accelerators are similar in many respects to' other large 
accelerators. The new requirement for fusion is very high 
instantaneous beam power (about 4 x l O I 4  peak watts) in a 
beam that c'an be focused to hit a small target. Of the two 
methods of accelerating a heavy-ion beam, induction and 
radio-frequency accelerators, researchers in the IJS have 
chosen the induction accelerator for its relative simplicity. In 
Europe 'and elsewhere, the rf approach continues to be studied, 
so the aggregate effect worldwide is a broad, diverse program 
with a high likelihood of succcss. The developineiit of inertial 
fusion into a viable energy option as cilled for by the Nalional 
Energy Strategy[2] probably will require an international 
cooperative effort. If so, a decision among the opti0ns shown 
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in Fig. 1, must be arrived at by mutual agreement among the 
p'micipants. 
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Fig- 1. A Progruni Plun showing the leuding approaches to Heavy 
ion Fitxion unil inilicuting where choices musl be made if a single 
intcmutionul HIF mlluhorution is IO be reulized 

The Induction Linac Systems Experiments (ILSE), was 
proposed to establish an experimental basis for induction 
accelerators in this new high-power regime. The design is full- 
driver scale in several parameters excepting mainly the 
energy, pulse length, and number of beams. As a fmt step, 
the electrostatic focused part of lLSE has been proposed as a 
project called Elise. Details of the Elise design will be 
discussed in the balance of this report. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL GOALS OF 
ILSE 

A schematic diagram of a generic induction accelerator 
designed to produce 100 ICA of cesium ions at 4 GeV is shown 
in Fig. 2. It uses several methods to achieve 100 kA 
including: multiple beams, beam combining, acceleration, and 
longitudinal bunching. The tigure shows typical values of ion 
kinetic energy, beam current, and pulse length at various 
points in the accelerator. 

Initially each of G4 beams has a current of 0.42 A at 
-2 MeV. The beans are accelerated to -100 MeV in an 
electrostatically focused accelerator. Thus, the velocity of 
each particle increases by about a factor of 7. At -100 MeV 
the G4 beans are transversely combined in groups of four, 
creating 16 heans. In the electrosk~tic-focused section, the 
physical lengUi of the h a m s  remains approximately constant; 
therefore, the combination of acceleration and merging 
increxes the current of a single beam to 7 x 4 x 0.42 A=12 A. 
Acceleration to 4 GeV in the magneticzzlly focused section 
produces an increase in velocity by a factor of 6.3 and would 
u eive 8 current of -75 A per beam if the physical beam length 



remained constant. To further increase the current of each 
bani, it is necessary to compress the bedun longitudinally by 
accelemting the L?il to a slightly higher velocity than tlie haul. 
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Fig. 2. The accelerator systciiis und hcwiii iiiunipiilufions foiind in 
typicd heavy-ion driver olesigns urL' rcprcrc.nteil liy li~1.vev. A highly 
uccurute uligniiicnt .systm, not shown, iviU lie 1i.wi1 tliroiiglioiir. Tlic 
sltaileol bows represc!nr systi.iiis rhut huvc b c w i  tc*sti*d in pusr 
expcriiiicnts. Thc rerriuining issiirs, except turget pliysics. will hr 
tested in ILSE and its unticiputcrl cxperiiiic.ntd progruiii. Typicul 
vdiies of energy, ciirrmt, urul pidsc lmgth  (reprmcnrurive of u Iiro~ud 
runp of possiliilities) urc shown IT cross hutches. 

The example in Fig. 2, assumes a compressio~i lhctor of 
slightly more th'm 8 leading to a current of 625 Alhean. As 
the beam leaves the accelerator, the head-to-tzGI '"velocity till" 
is adjusted so tliat the bean is compressed by mother factor of 
10 as it drifts toward the t ~ g e t .  This ti~iid compression gives 
6250 A/beam, or. with 16 beams, the aforementioned power 
of4 1014 w. 

Earlier experiments at LBL with the Single Beam 
Transport Experiment (SBTE), and with the four-beam 
Multiple Beam Experiment (MBE-41, tested much of the 
important beam physics on a small scale. To resolve the 
questions of scale, the design criterion for ILSE is that the 
beams should be at full driver scale in selected pisiunctcrs. 
One of the [nost signiticitnt of these pimneters is charge per 
unit length, which could not bt: tested at driver scale in SBIE 
and MBE-4. In the electrostatic focused section 01' ILSE. ei~ch 
beam should have a charge per unit lengtli of 0.25 pCJiii. 

By building and commissioning ILSE itself and by 
performing an experimental progkn, nearly all driver issues 
will be examined directly or in scaled form. While ILSE will 
initially use potassium ions. the results will be scaleable to 
ions of different mass, such iN the mass 100-200 ions typical 
of a driver. 

Beam quality (mnsverse and longitudi~inl emittance 
growlli) is the Inost i~~iporti~~lt issue to be studicd in ILSE. 111 
principle, three types of processes might contribute to 
emittance growth! 

1. Random errors in uansverse-focusiIig ant1 ncccleriit iiig 
w;iveforms. 

2. Instabilities. 
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3. (.)ne-time tniulipuliitiotis, such &s merging or the transition 
fiom one accclerator section t o  mother. 

THE DESIGN OF ELISE 

The proposed location for the ILSE project is in an area 
that had priwiously been used as the experimental hall for the 
Bevatron/Bevalac. This location has space for the anticipated 
experiments including a beam combining.area that would be 
the eventual location for the magnetic-quadrupole focused 
section of the full ILSE project. There is an area that can test 
beam physics issues for space-char~e-dominated beams 
during bending. The bending section allows drift space to test 
longitudinal drift compression as described above, and also 
provides :I space for a final focus experiment. 

An option for the ILSE experimental program, not being 
proposed for the initial construction project, is a 360-degree 
bend providing a closed orbit. The recirculator apparatus 
would pennit am increase of the effective number of focusing 
periods and the number of accelerating gaps by one to two 
orders of magnitude, thus providing a driver-clas effective 
PiIUi length. 

The already completed 2-MeV, K+ ion source and injection 
column will form the first part of Elise as shown in Fig. 3. 
The hjector is Collowed by a matching section to adjust the 
Ifiitisversc be:uii conditions to the electrc~statically focused 
injection .linac tililt follows. 

Diagnostic chamber 
\ 

I1 block 

Fig. 3. E1i.w is coiiiposrrl of thc existing 2-MeV. K+ injector, u 
iiiarcliing sc*rtion. unrl~lic~ clc.ctrostutic-qi~~Irupole focused section of 
lincoir inoliicrion ciccd~~ru~or. all of which conibincd fonn the first 
purr of L S E .  

The ion source consists of a thermionic ion source for 
a1k:ili Inctal ions from an alumino-silicate base. The 
uccclernting colu~nn shown in Fig. 4, uses electrostatic 
qundrupolcs to provide transverse focusing. The use of 
clectrostiitic qundrupolcs in the injector column avoids the 
very high voltage gradients that would be required by a 2-MV 
Pierce column. 

Induction linac accelerating modules, consisting of nine to 
I'il'tccn induction cores 11s shown in Fig. S, provide room for 



four parallel hamlets. Additionnl injector columns will he 
needed to impleinetit all four hems  in order to perform 
experiments such as the hean merging. 

-DIODE -- ELECTROSTATIC OUADRUPOLES -C 

SOURCE EXTRACTION ELECTRODE - 
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Each induction core has itbout SO00 iunis fcrrornagnetic 
material (e.g. MetglasO) and thin Mylar insulatioii. 

Earlier experiments with [lie MBE-4 accelerator 
demonstrated that precise centering of the space-chaqe 
dominated bean is necessary to preserve h e m  quality. 
Figure 6 shows the schematic diagram for providing 
alignment information for rhe elecrrostatic quadrupoles to 
extmml sensors. Remotely actuated stepping motors provide 
the means for :td.justing the alignment. 

vacuum 
emlosure 
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Fig. G. Tiie ckwosiuric c~iiuclriipok.~ ure the only pan of Elise thul 
rcqiiirt. preei.c.e u1i:nrrwnr. Rer11otc4ly controlled ntotorized actuuors 
cidji~r1 rlrr siriic~iiri~. Tire posiiion of tlic qiiudrupole assemblies is 
cic~c*nrrincd in, rejiwrre til phoiosensors attached to the ends of invar 
jihciul rods. Tlic pfii)ro.smsors rfelect the position of a tensioned 
refcrccncc. wire. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The ILSE project is the next logical step in driver 
development thr heavy ion fusion, and is thus identified as a 
key eleineiit in a program for commercial power production 
from inertial conlinement fusion. As the US moves toward 
the National Ignition Facility, and other national ICF 
progrzuns develop facilities capable of demonstrating ignition, 
;I parallel program is needed for the development of power 
plait drivers aid for the development of the other elements of 
a fusion power system. These include target chambers with 
first-wall wall protection and tritium-breeding blankets, a 
target injection system, and a target fabrication facility. 
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